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Quarterly Electronic Bibliographies

The Koszalin Institute of Comparative European Studies and the Research Centre for East European Studies (Bremen) jointly produce quarterly bibliographies of recently published English- and German language books and articles in academic journals on several Eastern European countries. The bibliographies cover politics, foreign policy, economic and social issues.

The following bibliographies are available as PDF-files per e-mail free of charge:

- Publications on the Caucasus and Central Asia. A quarterly bibliography
- Publications on the Czech and Slovak Republics. A quarterly bibliography
- Publications on Poland. A quarterly bibliography
- Publications on Russia. A quarterly bibliography
- Publications on Ukraine. A quarterly bibliography

To subscribe, send an e-mail to:

info@kices.org

Please indicate which bibliographies you wish to receive.

For an archive of back issues please visit

http://www.kices.org/publication_0e.php

KICES as a private foundation depends entirely on donations and project sponsors. We would be glad if you would like to support our work.
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KICES, Account No. (IBAN) 15 1090 2646 0000 0001 0413 2642,
Bank Zachodni WBK (Koszalin branch), Swift code SWIF WBK PPL PP XXX

Postal delivery of international cheques:
Koszalin Institute of Comparative European Studies (KICES)
ul. Zielona 13/1
75664 Koszalin
Poland